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Perfect Cecelia Ahern Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: The thrilling, shocking and romantic sequel to the
bestselling FLAWED is finally here. When we embrace all our flaws, that's when we can finally become

PERFECT... Celestine North lives in a society that demands perfection. After she was branded Flawed by a
morality court, Celestine's life has completely fractured - all her freedoms gone. Since Judge Crevan has
declared her the number one threat to the public, she has been a ghost, on the run with the complicated,

powerfully attractive Carrick, the only person she can trust. But Celestine has a secret - one that could bring
the entire Flawed system crumbling to the ground. Judge Crevan is gaining the upper hand, and time is

running out for Celestine. With tensions building, Celestine must make a choice: save only herself, or risk her
life to save all the Flawed. And, most important of all, can she prove that to be human in itself is to be

Flawed...?
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